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the centralisation movement that has been pushed
forward by war conditions. New forms of State
control have been tried and found to lie to the
advantage of Capital, because they have eliminat-
ed competing interests, have increased the power
of the dominant class, and have given it full con-

trol over all the State machinery, which is now
officially described as the "Executive." The Ex-

ecutive functions for and on behalf of those whose
economic power enables them to control all the
avenues of public expression and administration.
The workers, therefore, stand arrayed against
their exploiters. The struggle is no longer .against
the single employer or the group of employers. It
is against the capitalist class as a whole.

3. How We Are To Attack

While Capitalism has been changing its form
and character, and Capital has become more firm-

ly fixed in the saddle, the organisations of the
workers have remained to all intents and purposes
the same in 'structure and in outlook. Formed to
protect the interests of groups of workers, they
have grown in size, but always with their group
character stamped upon them. Skilled and unskill-

ed have organised separately and have invariably
pursued their own advantages with a complete
disregard for the interests of other sections. As
industrial processes have been simplified, the un-

skilled workers have found it possible to under-
take new work, and to improve their positions as
individuals. But the vested interests of craft and
apprenticeship have stood in the way, and the
employers, acting in accordance with their policy
of "divide and conquer," have played off one sec-

tion against another until both skilled and unskill-

ed have suffered from the downward pressure that
their own divided counsels invited. Because the
workers have been divided, and because they have
been guilty of civil war over demarcation and
craft procedure, the development of machinery,
etc., instead of producing a levelling up of social
life (in the sense that all the hard work of the
world could be done by the machine instead of
by human effort), has levelled us all down, and
tends further to reduce all the position of gen-

eral unskilled machine minders. If we are to se-

cure for our class the full fruits of our own en-

deavours it is imperative that within our own
ranks there shall be unity of purpose and action.
There must be an epidemic of amalgamations of
competing unions. A more scientific form of in-

dustrial organisation is an essential having as its
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unit neither the craft, nor the section, nor the
the sex, but the industry (in so far as the industry
can be defined) in which those concerned are en-

gaged; and the whole must be linked up in a great
class organisation whose function and whose pur-

pose must be to Work out the emancipation of the
working class.

In this building up of the great Industrial
Unions care must be taken to guard against over

centralised and bureaucratic control The real

power must be in the hands of the rank and file

of the membership, and since industry, because
of its structure, must be departmentalised, full re-

presentation on all governing bodies connected
with the organisation must be accorded to all the
departments of the industry concerned, not with
a view to the advancement of separate claims or
interests, but rather for the purpose of making
the whole articulate and harmonious. Only those
who do the work know how the work is done,
and the workshop, the place where the economic
conflict begins, must be the centre from which
all life and activity shall radiate. The growth of
the Shop Stewards and Workers' Committee move-

ments is an indication that the importance of the
workshop is being more clearly recognised The
workshop in the future will be what the trade
union branch is now, with this difference, that
whereas activity within the branch is confined to"

a few regular attenders, activity will be general
because, while for various reasons trade unionists
may absent themselves from the branch, they
cannot (except temporarily) absent themselves
from work. They must attend, and thus will, be
drawn into such activities as may be under con-

sideration. The unions will need to become effi-

cient fighting machines, capable of performing the
work they will set out to do. New circumstances
demand that new methods shall be adopted to
meet them; new, times, indeed, demand new meth-
ods and new men. Dependence upon leaders, men
who often, because of their personal situations,
desire a "quiet life," will pass of itself. The

democracy of the future will deem it-

self capable of attending to its affairs, and will
act in purpose without regard to the wishes of
"elected persons."

4. Our Objective.
No form of organisation and no plans for

attack can be of service unless the workers posses
a clear recognition of the mission and purpose of
the working class. Is our purpose the mere secur- -


